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View of entry 
to duplex 1



Location
Napranum, an 

aboriginal community, 

is located 

Napranum

is located 

approximately 10 kms 

from Weipa on the west 

side of Cape York. 

It has a resident 

population of around 

1000, and its own Shire 1000, and its own Shire 

Council, overseen by 

the Queensland 

Government.



An ‘open’ steel fabrication 
facility in nearby Weipa, 

illustrating how ventilated 

structures can respond to 
tropical conditions. 

Existing Conditions
Cape York has a tropical climate, with warm to hot temperatures all year round, 

intense rainfall and cyclones during the wet season from November to April and then 

mostly dry from May to October .  The usual response to this is ‘bunker’ housing, 

with air-conditioning, but highly ventilated buildings can work.  Gutters are best 

ignored, as there is plentiful water, and they attract insects and collect leaves.  

Buildings that are somewhat elevated vent better, plus local wildlife can be kept out, 

especially snakes.  The sun is overhead most of the year except for mornings and especially snakes.  The sun is overhead most of the year except for mornings and 

afternoon, the sun sets in the sea so there is no protection from its heat until late 

afternoon therefore larger overhangs are useful, and they ‘throw’ rainwater away.

Napranum township is an Aboriginal community influenced by the nearby township of 

Weipa (a bauxite mining town).  Like all indigenous communities it has aspirations for 

a better life, this is especially driven by the elders and the community council, and 

occasional officials have endeavored to understand this rather than dictate direction.



Brief

The Napranum community called tenders for the project management of existing housing
maintenance and new housing design. Mannix & Partners were the successful tenderer
due in part to their extensive local knowledge. The new housing was to be based on the

design of approximately 10 - 2 bedroom duplex residences for local families. Major funds
were available from the Queensland Government, and the process required considered

View of duplex 1 from north-east with carport 
on right, porch central, main building left.

View of duplex 1, carport at right, 

porch central and main building at left

were available from the Queensland Government, and the process required considered
design. In conjunction with Latemore Design, a brief was established that also combined
local community needs and resources. The brief noted an interest in introducing some

innovation to the type of housing and provide buildings that responded to input from the
residents. The latter provided many details such as shot edge internal boarding to
improve ventilation. Whilst the buildings required high levels of ventilation they also

needed to retain good security. Maximising the use of local labour and materials was
fundamental to the brief, as both were available and would enhance the local economy
and general goodwill.



Resolution
Design of these duplexes emerged from the considerable research with local

indigenous elders and interested people – not usually done when providing housing

to aboriginal communities. They are robust, easily cleaned, simple in layout, and

View of duplex 1 from north-east with carport 
on right, porch central, main building left.

Rear of duplex showing deck and the outside sink for fish cleaning

to aboriginal communities. They are robust, easily cleaned, simple in layout, and

compact. Each would feel open and inviting, or secure and shut-down, by adjusting

the 20mm thick Bloodwood louvres. They interact fully with the surrounding yard,

complementing normal indigenous activities. Broad, high rooves suit the local

environment and act as a feature in themselves. Not shown, as the project halted, is

landscaping around each duplex, which was to provide increased shading.

There are more specifics on follow on slides.



Block cross 
pillars, strong in 
bracing, on 

bored piers to 
reduce ground 
works

Roof and Bearer trusses, with double 
chords, use smaller timber sections, 
span greater distances, and can be 

pre-fabricated by local labour

A key driving force behind this project was the interest the community council had in 

making better use of their local labour and resources.  They wanted to encourage their 

youth to be more involved in creating their own interesting houses.  This also would 

make the building process more sustainable by reducing transport, especially from 

distant Cairns.

Special Elements

Napranum has a block plant, so this material was thought best as major support piers 

and internal/party thermal mass walls.  The community sawmill uses hardwood 

timbers, from the pre Weipa mine lease clearing, the majority of this timber is Darwin 

Stringybark, an extremely strong hardwood timber, but it does not produce large sizes.  

Latemore Design and the project manager resolved this by designing floor and roof 

trusses, with double member chords and single member webs, these trusses can be 

fabricated in the local joinery shop and therefore would also train local apprentices.



shot edge boards

natural egress of air 
through ridge vent

breezes

block walls as thermal mass

Natural Ventilation
In an effort to be more sustainable, and reduce dependence on air-conditioning, the 

cool undercroft

shot edge boardsbreezes

In an effort to be more sustainable, and reduce dependence on air-conditioning, the 

building was designed around the principle of natural air flows including allowing the 

breezes through and under the building and upward through the slatted shot edge 

flooring.  Not shown is the insulation to be placed under the roof sheeting.

The shot edge slatted flooring and perimeter louvres, allow air through the building, 

with the cooler air in the undercroft being allowed to draw air vertically out the high 

ridge vent.  The internal block walls also act as thermal mass, protected from direct 

sun, enhancing the whole natural cooling effect.



Explanation of Un-Built

The model made in 
conjunction with the local 
indigenous cabinetry 

students.  This along with 
the 3D’s helped the 
elders understand what 
was being offered.

Explanation of Un-Built

Much effort was made explaining and showing the government officials what was 

intended and why the community wanted different buildings, using local resources.  

A model was made, and the project manager had a set of the timber louvre panels 

made to prove their strength for both wind load and security.  Latemore Design also 

approached the minister for aboriginal affairs, who passed on positive feedback to 

the housing department, ultimately the project stalled due to non conformance with 

Aboriginal Housing policy guidelines and preference by officials for ‘standard’ slab Aboriginal Housing policy guidelines and preference by officials for ‘standard’ slab 

and block buildings.

Best explanation could be in the words of the project manager, Graham Mannix –

“It stalled because it was outside the set policy for aboriginal housing design 

guidelines and it may have exposed the department to possible criticism for 

venturing into ‘uncharted waters’, despite community acceptance.”



Detail

Provided to 

explain the 

influence on 

design by 

availability of 

local materials local materials 

and labour.

Napranum has a 

block plant, 

sawmill with 

plentiful local 

timber from 

plantation, 

cabinet shop, cabinet shop, 

and steel 

fabricators 

nearby.  ALL 

employing local 

indigenous 

personnel.



Internal views

To enhance the natural ventilation principles, the bedrooms were left with no ceiling.
The kitchen was to be a very robust unit, with stainless steel benches, almost external in
quality, to minimise maintenance. To overcome the exposure to insects represented by

Towards front entry – all the louvres Towards rear – open space over bedrooms

quality, to minimise maintenance. To overcome the exposure to insects represented by

the shot edge slatted flooring, the under floor area has a 20mm scim coat of sand
cement plaster reinforced with galvanized chicken wire. This allows for underfloor
maintenance hose down as required and in addition the perimeter (floor to ground)
underfloor gap is covered with galvanised steel mesh for security and this mesh is also

insect screened. As part of installing insulation under the roof sheeting, ply ceiling
sheeting would be placed at the underside of the purlins. The roof trusses are exposed
and ceiling fan blades are set level with the bottom chord of the trusses and the fan

motors set in reverse to draw air in and up in addition to natural draft.



Overall view of both duplexes from front quadrant

Note the broad rooves, block party walls and ridge vent



Overall view, as structure only

Note the elegant roof and floor framing, as well as the use of readily available

blockwork. All block walls and pillars were to be supported by bored piers, under

‘lintel’ beams in base of walls, as strip footings are not as effective in local soil

conditions.



Site

Each duplex was allocated a

540sqm block, and these were

to be dotted around the

township. Most were to have a

similar orientation, as seasimilar orientation, as sea

breezes emanate from ‘front’

western side, with the deck at

‘rear’ eastern side better suited

to afternoon – its predominant

time of use.



Floor Plan



Elevations
Front + Rear
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